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SEQUENCE OF EPISODE 2

Intro:  Promo shots with credits / narration / music

Last Time: Recap of Episode 1

Scene 1: Lady V: Intro and phone conversation

Scene 2: Jack: Big brother intro, Skate Park 

Scene 3: News Report

Scene 4: The Squad at entrance to the cave on the map

Scene 5: Dad finds note from Ashely, realises she found the 
map, may have gone back in time

Scene 6: The Squad enters the cave with their torches, Jack 
comes looking

Scene 7: Lady V Eyes light up before she walks off

Scene 8: The Squad inside the cave, Jack joins, explosion of 
light

Scene 9: The Squad wake up in a field, lost in time

Scene 10: The Squad run for cover, conversation about the
map Scarlett and the plan 

Scene 11: Book store (phone conversation, Banner and Beth)

Scene 12: Dr East arrives at the tunnel, checks for tracks

Scene 13: Time call with Ashley and the Squad

Scene 14: Banner and Dr East head to head, map and pendant 

Scene 15: The Squad find some clues and make a plan to get 
home

Next Time 

End Title Credits 



Scene 1: Lady V Intro and phone conversation
Ext: Day/London City Skyline

Lightning bolts hit the ground.
CUT TO: 

A dominant and powerful woman walking fast through the back drop 
of London, like she has no time for anyone, she has a strong 

posture and focused look, her hands in her long jacket pocket. Her 
phone goes off, she stops and answers.

Lady V:
What is it?

Dr East: 
Get here now, I found them, they have a map.

Lady V:
Go on, I'm listening, for now.

Dr East:
The UFO, school kids, the pendant, and she has a map.

Lady V: 
What kind of map and who else knows? 

Dr East:
No one, just us and Banner, but I will take care of him.

Lady V: 
Get it, and don’t call me otherwise, you know what happens if you 

fail me.

She hangs up quickly and puts her phone away. She looks into the 
distance and says the following words:

Lady V:  
A map, and how did one find such a treasure? 

Pauses…

I think we should pay this little girl a visit. 



Scene 2: Jack: Big brother intro, Skate Park
Int: Day/Skate Park

Ashley, Jack Intro (VO): 
This is Jack, the big bro, actually Kara’s big bro to be exact, 

but he watches out for all of us, Mr sensible, you know, the good 
guy, super cool though.

At the skate park counter Jack is working, headphones on writing 
music and waiting for customers, he finds a note, Jack reads to 

himself.

Kara, letter (VO):
Hey bro, we are on the run, found a map, might see some unicorns & 

a UFO, check it out! 

Pic of the map on screen.

P.S, The Loonie Squad

Jack:
A UFO, on the run, that news story, that’s it, a UFO crashed and 

they are trying to find it!

 Gets up and runs out the door but trips over.



Scene 3: News Report
Ext: Day/Outside Cave 

This is Walter Cooper with an update on the UFO sighting and what 
we know so far.

Eye witnesses have described the bright lights like nothing they 
have seen before, like a hologram in the sky, saying they were 
there, then they vanished in seconds. 

Local air traffic control have confirmed that at the time of the 
sightings, they did not have any aircraft in the area or scheduled 
for that travel zone at that time. So as it stands, this is 
quickly becoming a mystery for both the government and the general 
public. 

Some enthusiasts are pointing towards a story that happened some 
years ago, where the young explorer and space expert “Bradley 
Banner” campaigned after he confessed to being, yes, in contact 
with aliens and was given a map that allowed him to travel through 
time. Later on  when Banner couldn't produce the map, as he said 
it was lost in time, the credibility of the story was also lost.

For now, this mystery continues, back to the studio.



Scene 4: Squad at entrance to the cave on the map
Ext: Day/Outside the entrance

The Squad arrive at the entrance.

Max:
Look, we can hide in here.

Cub:
Are there monsters in there?

Max: 
Yes, loads of them!

Cub:
What! don’t say that Max, I have to check under my bed every night 
and here I am stood outside a dark cave in the middle of nowhere!

Kara:
Oh I say, it’s a bit creepy isn't it? 

Then shouts hello down the tunnel.

Ashley: 
I remember, this is it, where my dad took me, inside he said many 
mysteries happened, including a UFO sighing, they stayed here.

Kizzie: 
What here, inside that tunnel?

Ashley:
Yeh, it crashed right here, they lived in this tunnel.

Cub:
What so we just go in and ask for some sugar, or to put the kettle 

on?

Kizzie:
Well it’s in there, or it’s out here with that creep.

Ashley:
We’re the Luna Squad, we can do this, we never back down, we never 

give up.

Scarlett:
Look guys, I followed you, I know about the map and the secrets, 

maybe this is it, where we are meant to go, together.

The Squad:
They all hold hands and walk inside.



Nick: (VO)
Don’t say I didn’t warn you.

Scene 5: Dad finds note from Ashely, realises she found the 
map, may have gone back in time
Int: Bookshop/night

Dad picks up a note from the side and reads to himself.

Ashley Voiceover:
Dad, I found it, the map, the map you told me stories about.I 
didn't tell you because I knew you would worry, and the UFO, I 

know it was always true, but no one believed you. I have to figure 
this out for myself, I have to find the answers. Don’t worry about 

me, I will be back, I won’t let you down!

Banner: Looks up, she found the map, she found the map!



Scene 6: Squad enter the dark tunnel with their torches
Int: Day, but dark inside 

The Squad make their way through the tunnel slowly using their 
torches as light, creepy sounds can be heard coming from inside. 

Jack comes looking and takes a long walk down the track where the 
Squad and Scarlett had previously been.

Jack (VO):

Kara, what have you got yourself into this time, you should know 
better, and where is this place? Well, according to this map, well 

kids drawing looking thing, I’m close.



Scene 7: Lady V’s Eyes light up before she walks off
Ext: Day/London city skyline

Back to Lady V watching over the city skyline.

Lady V (VO):
The galaxy is a big place for such young school children to get 
lost in, all alone, no one to protect them. Perfect, just perfect

Lady V’s eyes light up, she turns and walks away. 



Scene 8: Squad Inside the cave, explosion of light
Int: Day, but dark inside

The Squad arrive at the opening to a cave, bright lights suddenly 
shine and they all panic. Jack arrives out of breath, the pendant 
around Ashley’s neck lights up. There is a large flash of light 

and they are gone, the cave goes dark. 



Scene 9: Wooded area amongst the trees, back in time
Ext: Day/outside

The Squad

 A stream of light and a flash, the Squad all arrive amongst some 
trees in a new world, they all stand up together. There is a huge 

roar in the background.

Ashley and the Squad close up.

Ashley:
We got this!



Scene 10:Squad run to cover, conversation about map/Scarlett
Ext: Day/outside

A huge roar comes from the bushes and a dinosaur sticks it’s head 
out. The Squad shocked, they take a step back.

Ashley:
Nobody move!

Cub:
Hang on a second, don’t move, what kind of plan is that Ash?

Ashley:
Kara, give me your back pack.

Kara:
But what about the sneaky peaky mission impossible kit I packed?

Ashley:
Good point, Kizzie, give me your pack.

Kizzie: 
Hang on, what about the sneaky peaky mission impossible kit I 

packed?

Ashley:
Er, good point, Cub give me your pack.

Cub:
Why me, what about the sneaky peaky donuts I packed, I mean is 

that not important? 

All Squad:
Cub!

Max: 
You can have lunch with your new friend Cub, look it wants to say 

hello.

Cub: 
Max, why don’t you go and introduce yourself first, let me know 

how you get on.

Max:
Ha ha, laughs.

Jack:
Ok you lot, can someone tell me what’s going on here? 

Kara:
So bro, you made it to the party (snort laughs). 



Jack:
What, hang on, Kara, what’s this map all about, where are we?

Ashley: 
Jack, hi, no time right now, we will explain later. 

Jack has a look of disappointment on his face.

Ashley takes Cub’s pack and throws it far into the bushes as a 
distraction, the dinosaur chases the pack. 

Ashley: 
Ok Squad, hang on where is Cub?

Cub: 
Come on leg it!

Cub is bombing it down the track.

Nick:
My calculations say we should do exactly what Cub says.

Scarlett:
Let’s go, we don’t have any time to lose, we need to get out of 

here now!

Jack:
Oh hey, you’re the girl from school, you know, with the nice…

Kizzie:
Arr! will you stop it Jack, she doesn’t fancy you!

Jack: 
What, hang on, I wasn’t, I mean, hey your 11 Kizzie, yeh, 11, ok, 

I’m not, let’s leave it at that.

Jack doesn’t know where to look.

Jack:
Can’t believe she said that to me, roasted by an 11 year old. 

Ashley looks at the glowing map. 

Ashley:
This way, let’s go!

The Squad leg it through the wooded area as the dinosaur roars in 
the background.

Montage shots of the Squad running away. They find a safe hiding 
place next to some rocks and stone wall ruins to hide. 



Kizzie:
What was that thing, go on wizz kid Nick, you seem to know it all.

Nick:
Well according to my calculations it was a…

Max: 
Nick!, it was a dinosaur, it was a (Whispers) dinosaur. Think I 

will do my own homework next time ha ha.

Cub:
Can I keep it, let the wild beast free in my mum’s room.

Kara:
Oh I say, this is all a bit exciting isn’t it, maybe it just 

wanted to play catch? (snort laughs).

Max: 
Yeh, with you as the ball Kara ha ha.

Ashley looks at the map and turns to the Squad to talk to them.

Ashley: 
I know what’s happened, the pendant, the map, the UFO, the stories 

my dad told me, it’s all linked, I know it is. 
Squad, we are far from home, the map brought us here, together, 
for a reason, I think we have travelled back in time, to the 

beginning. 

Cub:
And the beginning of what exactly?

 I need a little more to go on here.

Kizzie: 
Yeh Ash, the beginning of what, are we lost for good?

Nick:
I did warn you, my calculations are always right.

Nick does his calculation in the air.

Kara goes off on a magical rant.

Kara:
Ahh, extra sneaky peaky hidden level this loonie squad, you get 
me, you know, on those late night gaming vibes when you find a 
hidden level and you’re like, woh what’s this then, let’s look 

around in this gaf a little closer, oh it’s a new level I see, I 
didn’t see this last time, let’s check it out, let’s poke about a 
bit, let’s get me glasses on and inspect the detail, let me get 

some snacks as this could be a long night, best make sure me phone 



on da silent setting, vibrate only, no disturb disturb up in this 
place, me mum don’t know what I be up to in this mystical 

adventure, the dangerous world of the new hidden level, muhahaha 
(snort laughs).

Kara looks at the Squad excited hoping they are on her vibe.

Kizzie:
Kara, really?

Jack steps in all cool trying to calm the situation.

Jack:
Hold up hold up, ok ok, that’s it, that’s it everyone, time out, 
time out. First of all we are not lost, or have we travelled back 

in time, this is all a misunderstanding, right Ash, right 
Scarlett.

Jack looks at Scarlett all loved up and stops talking, Scarlett 
shakes her head.

Nick:
Ok let me explain something to you all.

Max: 
Please don’t.

Cub:
Ar Max is back, I missed you, bring it in for some Luna love, come 

on, bring it in. 

Cub starts vibing and singing the words.

Cub:
Let’s go, let’s go, let’s go, let’s go!

They do a high 5.

Nick:
Seriously you lot, have you all lost your marbles, you’re all 
acting like a box of frogs, Ashley is right, it’s all linked, 

everything, this map was sent to guide us through time in order to 
stop something bad happening to humanity.

Max and Cub have blank looks on their faces.

Kizzie: 
So what about the UFO, the news report?

Nick:
Well that’s just it, a dark side is coming and we need to find our 
way back to that UFO, then the secret will be unlocked, I guess?



Ashley:
I need to know how this pendant works, I know it’s linked to the 

map. Wait a minute.

All the Squad turn to look at Scarlett, Scarlett turns to look at 
the Squad.

Scarlett:
It’s time. 

Ashley:
Time for what exactly, who are you?

Scarlett:
My name is Scarlett, I'm not who you think, but I had to be sure I 

could trust you, you believe in the map, and so do I.

Kizzie: 
Ash, what does she mean?

Ashley:
Tell us more Scarlett, and the light from your hands, I saw it.

Scarlett pauses for a moment as if she is holding in a secret.

Scarlett:
Ok, ok, I can’t tell you everything, you have to discover the 

truth for yourself, you have to believe in the magic of the map 
and there will be some that need your help.

Pause.

I’m from another time, I came here to help you, there is a dark 
side coming, they know you have the map and they won’t stop until 
they get it, they want to use its magic for their evil powers. 
Ashley, the pendant, there are more of them, together with both 

parts of the map they unlock the secret.

Ashley:
So we trust in the map, we find the pendants, and we go back home.

Scarlett:
That’s all I can tell you. 

Kizzie:
So how do we believe her Ash, and what about the UFO?

Cub: 
And why can’t you just tell us more, I mean, hello? 



Scarlett:
Find the pendants and you find the answers Ashley, believe in it.

Ashley looks at the Squad and takes the pendant off, she looks 
deep into it then takes the comic out of her bag and opens it.

Ashley:
Look, the pages are changing, the story is real, that’s it, some 
stories within some comics can become real, and that’s the other 

half of the map.

Ashley points at the picture.

Cub:
Woh woh woh woh! hang on, so your telling me, my… 

Max:
Your cat is fine Cub, next door’s dog is looking after it, very 

well I must also add.

Cub:
Max seriously, I love you Tiddles.

Nick: 
I’m sure space has vaporised Tiddles by now Cub.

Cub looks at Nick with devastation.
 

All Squad to learn this:
Ok, so we are all clear here, we found a secret map, it’s linked 
to some more magical pendants, the comic is telling the story as 
it happens and we have to find our way back through time in order 
to connect it all together, find the UFO and save the world, oh oh 

and the dark side are coming.

Kara: 
That really is some intergalactic stuff Squad, I mean brap! brap! 

big up the stars! (Snort laughs).

Kizzie: 
Kara we love you but words fail me.

Jack:
Kara, where did you learn to talk like that?

Nick: 
Ashley, it’s time, you need to figure out how to use the pendant, 

otherwise we are stuck here for good.



Kizzie:
We are a squad Ash, remember, together, I believe in us, we all 

do. Scarlett if you’re telling the truth, then join us.

Ashley:
Kizzie is right, Scarlett, are you with us, to the end?

Scarlett thinks for a minute and looks at the Squad.

Scarlett:
The dark side are coming, but together we can stop them, I'm in.

Jack:
Yes ok I'm in too, you don’t need to ask me.

Jack looks at Scarlett.

Jack:
Hey!

The Squad gather around and Ashley slowly holds up the pendant, 
she closes her eyes, the Squad all brace themselves.

Cub: 
I love you Tiddles.

Max:
Woof woof.

Fades to Black 



Scene 11: Book store (Phone conversation with Bradley Banner 
and Beth)

Banner: 
Beth, it’s Bradley, Ashley’s dad, I hope you don’t mind me calling 

so late. Have you noticed anything strange with Max lately, I 
can’t seem to get hold of Ashley and I’m getting worried.

Beth: 
Bradley, is this your space talk again, you think they might be 

abducted by Aliens, still hanging onto the past I see.

Banner: 
No Beth, it’s not like that, anyway, look I’m just really worried 
about them, Ashley said she was staying at Kizzie’s house but I 

called and there is no answer there.

Beth: 
Max is staying at Cub’s house Banner, haven't you got mysteries to 
solve or something, look I have to go, I will call Cub’s parents 

ok, just so you can stop worrying and bothering me, (freak - under 
her breath).

Banner: 
Thank you Beth, please let me know if you hear anything, and maybe 

we can crab a coffee soon.

Phone goes dead….

Banner:
Hello..Hello..Beth..

Hangs up and takes a moment to think about what could be happening 
to Ashley, looks at the note again, then turns to a picture of his 
younger explorer self (flashback), then back to the map as if he 
has a plan. He gets a box out of a draw and slowly takes out a 

glowing pendant. 

Banner gets in a car and drives off.



Scene 12: Dr East arrives at the tunnel, checks for tracks
Ext: Day/outside

Dr East walks along the path the Squad took, bends down and feels 
the floor.

Dr Wallace East:
You can’t hide from me kids, you can’t hide, the universe doesn’t 

lie and won’t keep you safe when the darkness falls.

The Dr gets up and walks into the cave.



Scene 13: Time Call With Ashley and Squad

Banner is stood outside the cave where the Squad first entered. He 
holds the pendant up in front of his face and closes his eyes, the 

pendant starts to glow again.

 CUT TO:

 Ashley and her pendant starts to glow, it connects with Banner’s.

Banner: 
Ashley, it’s dad, can you hear me, Ashley!? 

Ashley: 
Dad, is that you, how is this happening, where are you, we found 

the map dad, we are lost in time, we don’t know where!?

Banner: 
Ashley, hang on, I'm coming to find you, just stay safe, do 

whatever it takes and look after each other, inside the comic is a 
dangerous place Ashley, trust in the map to guide you.

Ashley: 
Dad, I can’t hear you, it’s breaking up, we are going to get home, 

dad, are you there, dad…dad…!?

Time Connection Lost. 

Banner: 
Lets out a scream, Ashley, Ashley are you there, can you hear me!?

Looks down at the floor and takes in his surroundings, looks 
towards where the tunnel is.

Banner: 
Ok…ok, I'm going back, I’m going back. 

I’m coming for you Ashley. 



Scene 14: Banner and Dr East head to head, map and pendant
Int: Inside / Dark

Dr East is lurking in the shadows. Banner arrives and is about to 
use the pendant. Dr East appears from behind him. 

Dr East: 
It’s been a long time Banner, still hanging on to the past I see, 

going for a trip are we, loser, you always were a loser.

Banner: 
East!

Turns slowly and faces Dr East. 

Dr East: 
No Banner, oh no, I'm no-one to you, you’re no friend of mine, you 

don’t have the right to say my name, you see Banner, you are 
nothing.

Banner: 
You left me East, you left me stuck in time, I almost lost my 
life, we were meant to be friends, but you joined her out of 
greed, you wanted the power to use for bad, not for good. 

Banner pulls the pendant from his pocket and holds it tight, it 
starts to glow. 

Banner: 
You see East, the difference between me and you is… I know what 

friendship is, you don't. 

Dr East: 
Give it to me Banner, give it to me now and you walk out of here, 

and maybe I will let you see Ashley again.

Banner holds the pendant tighter and the glowing gets more 
intense. 

Banner: 
Get back East, don’t take a step closer.

Dr East runs towards Banner to get the pendant, Banner whispers 
some magical words to himself.

Banner:
Where darkness meets the light time will divide, take me back!

A huge spark of light comes out from the pendant and Banner 
disappears leaving Dr East behind. 



Scene 15: The Squad find some clues and make a plan to get home
Ext: Day

Kizzie: 
So your dad really was a space explorer Ash, this gets even more 

crazy by the minute.

Ashley:
We came here for a reason, look, these drawings on the wall, they 

mean something, it’s where the journey began.

The Squad look at the UFO drawings on the wall and gently touch 
them.

Ashley (VO):
In the beginning the first humans made these drawings, they saw 
something in the sky, they painted them on these walls, to tell 

their story.

Ashley looks at a circle picture on the wall, the symbols are like 
that of a complete map, she touches it then hovers her hand down 
to a pile of rocks, she moves them out of the way and wipes the 

dust of an old box, she opens it but nothing is in there.

Ashley: 
That’s it, the other half of the map was here, we were meant to 

find it, but it’s been taken, the map complete will take us to the 
pendants and gives us the location of the UFO back home.

Kizzie:
Ash, whatever your talking about you best hurry up.

Jack: 
Try again Ash, give the pendant another go.

Max:
Yeh Ash Cub’s friend’s are on the way!

A roar is heard in the background.

Kara:
Oh he wants to play catch! (snort laugh). 

Kizzie:
Kara could you time that any better?

Cub:
Maybe he didn't like the donuts and wants to log a complaint.



Nick:
Go Ash, space is our playground now and we are the time keepers,

we control our destiny and together, we are The Luna Squad. 

Scarlett:
Just believe Ashely, it’s why you found the map.

A sparkle of light flashes in Scarlett’s eyes as the roar gets 
louder, the Squad huddle closer as the pendant glows.

All Squad:
Woooooh!

Ashley holds it tight with a punch to the sky where electricity 
meets the pendant.

Ashley (shouts): 
Where darkness meets the light time will divide, gravity no more!

It’s working, it’s my mind, I control it with my mind, everyone 
down!

They all drop and Ashley punches the ground that creates an 
explosion of light, sparks fire off around the Squad as the roar 

gets even louder. 

A final blast of light sends the Squad back through time. 



Scene 16: The Squad arrive in a strange run down place
Ext: Day

The Squad all stand up together as one.

All Squad:
Woh what is this, where are we?

Scarlett:
This is where it begins.

Nick:
I knew you could do it Ash.

Ashley: 
Everyone ok, Kizzie?

Kizzie:
Im good, I’m ready Ash, whatever comes our way.

Ashley looks at the comic, then the map.

Ashley:
We got this. 

Next Time
End Title Credits


